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1 Introduction

Adopting the incomplete contract approach to social contracts from Aghion and Bolton

(1998), Erlenmaier and Gersbach (1999) have illustrated that increasingly sophisticated

treatment, agenda and decision rules yield an efficient provision of public projects in

democracies, provided that agents observe who benefits and loses from public projects

when the agenda is set. While this assumption is reasonable for a number of examples,

such as the construction of roads, labor market reforms or the scale-down of the defense

industry, it is not plausible in all circumstances. Consider, for instance, the increase

of safety through a rise in the number of police officers in the street. There is no way

that other citizens can observe who feels safer and who does not.

In this paper we therefore discuss how democracies can be improved by constitutional

principles when no complete social contracts can be written and individual utilities

are not observable by other people during legislation. We employ a mechanism de-

sign approach involving a set of constitutional principles. The constitutional principles

assumed in this paper must obey liberal democracy’s fundamental principles of equal

voting and agenda rights. Moreover, the constitutional principles must not require more

messages or information from citizens than proposals or voting, including the possi-

bility of non-participation. All these constraints are called the liberal-democracy con-

straint. Accordingly, democratic mechanisms are understood as the liberal-democracy

constraint on the set of all available constitutions or mechanisms.1

When an agenda-setter cannot observe who benefits and who loses, the problem he

faces is that he cannot impose taxes on the beneficiaries of a project only. Moreover,

agenda-setters do not know how high the proportion of project-winners actually is.

Nevertheless, we show in this paper that democratic constitutions can achieve first-best

allocations in a variety of circumstances. The first novel element in this paper is the

double majority rule. Double majority rules require the adoption of proposals among

both the set of taxed and among the set of non-taxed individuals. The double majority

rules act as a constraint on the taxes agenda-setters will levy on other individuals. They

can be combined with flexible majority rules where the size of the majority depends

on the proposal, e.g. on the share of taxed individuals.

1Without the liberal-democracy constraint there are always mechanisms for implementing socially
efficient public project provisions in our context (see e.g. Moore 1992, Moulin 1996).
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The second novel element of the constitutions proposed is that agenda costs are made

dependent on whether a particular share of votes supporting an agenda is achieved

(flexible agenda costs). By introducing such flexible costs for agenda-setting, individ-

uals attempting to thwart socially efficient proposals by putting forward their own

proposals can be deterred from agenda-setting. In this respect, the non-observability

of other people’s utility is advantageous in achieving first-best allocations. It allows

a society to set agenda costs at levels at which only project-winners will apply for

agenda-setting, whereas project-losers will not.

Our central conclusion is that the combination of the following rules yields efficient

provision of public projects: flexible and double majority rules, a ban on subsidies and

flexible agenda costs.

Our second insight is that a higher dimensional uncertainty about the project pa-

rameters – e.g. who benefits, how large the benefits are and how large the share of

beneficiaries is – may make it easier to design rules under a veil of ignorance from

achieving first-best allocations. Higher dimensional uncertainty makes it possible to

set agenda cost rules such that project-losers, who will not know how large the bene-

fits are at the legislative stage, do not apply for agenda-setting. Such a deterrence of

profit-losers from agenda-setting is desirable since project-losers have an incentive to

prevent the adoption of socially desirable projects by making unattractive proposals.

Our third insight is that equal treatment of all individuals with respect to taxes prevents

the society from achieving first-best allocations since the size of the required majority

cannot vary with the share of taxed individuals. However, a more restricted equal

treatment clause, when only the individuals who have to pay taxes must be treated

equally with respect to taxation, does not destroy first-best allocations.

Overall, the paper highlights the fact that even under the liberal-democracy constraint

and even if utilities are not observable for others, society can still achieve first-best

allocations of public projects by sophisticated majority rules and agenda-cost rules.

The paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we provide detailed motivation

for our approach. In section three, we introduce the model and the constitutional rules.

In the fourth section, we discuss first-best constitutions depending on the uncertainty

about project parameters at the constitutional stage. In the fifth section, we discuss
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dictatorial agenda-setting, the role of non-anonymous proposals and the case where

there are only project-winners. In the last section, we summarize our conclusions and

propose some avenues for further research.

2 Motivation and Approach

There are several motivations and justifications for this paper. First, we believe that

we can provide a rationale why double majority rules are useful decision rules in prac-

tice. There are a variety of decision rules used in democracies with a double majority

feature. For instance, in Switzerland and Australia two majorities are required to sig-

nify approval of certain laws: a majority of all electors voting and a majority of states.

This is called double majority rule (see e.g. Saunders 2001). Moreover, in Australia a

proposed law to alter the constitution must be passed by both the Parliament and the

people, the latter voting directly in a referendum. Finally, many representative democ-

racies have a bicameral Parliament and in most circumstances laws must be passed by

both Houses. Since we are not examining a representative democracy or a hierarchy

of federal and state levels, our double majority rules do not exactly match real-world

examples. However, the reasons found in the paper for using double majority rules

to restrict the taxation of minorities point in the same direction as the one pursued

by constitutions in Australia and Switzerland (see e.g. Saunders (2001) and Feld and

Kirchgässner (1998) for a recent survey).

Second, our analysis is closely related to the fundamental issues in mechanism design.

Two main results in the area of mechanism design represent polar cases for this paper.

First, in a mechanism design setting d’Aspremont and Gérard-Varet (1979) and Arrow

(1979) show that the expected externality mechanism as a direct revelation mechanism

yields an ex post efficient social choice implementable in Bayesian Nash equilibrium if

agents’ types are statistically independent and agents must participate in the mecha-

nism. Second, the Myerson-Satterthwaite theorem (Myerson and Satterthwaite 1983)

shows that there is no Bayesian incentive-compatible social choice function that is effi-

cient ex post and where agents are free to opt out of the mechanism. The democratic

mechanisms discussed in this paper force people to participate aftermath and thus are

not subject to the Myerson-Satterthwaite impossibility theorem. However, we restrict
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our analysis to democratic mechanisms characterized as follows:

First, there is an agenda application stage where everybody can apply for agenda set-

ting and the agenda setter is determined randomly which is one expression of equal

agenda rights. Second, after a proposal has been made, only voting, i.e. yes/no-

messages are allowed2 including the possibility of non-participation in the voting stage.

Third, every individual has the same voting right which is equivalent to the anonymity

principle introduced by May (1954). We call these three constraints the liberal democ-

racy constraint on the set of mechanisms. Feasible mechanisms are called democratic

mechanisms or, equivalently, democratic constitutions. Since the expected externality

mechanism is not a democratic mechanism it is therefore unclear a priori whether we

can reach efficiency or not.

A difficult issue arises in this context. Since we focus on democratic mechanisms,

we cannot use the revelation principle to simplify the mechanism-design task as is

usually done. The range of democratic mechanisms consists of all conceivable agenda-

setter rules, agenda and decision rules (which themselves are arbitrary functions of

the project/finance package proposed by the agenda-setter subject to feasibility con-

straints), and the liberal-democracy constraint. As will become obvious, such functions

neither need or ought to be continuous in all cases, e.g. when threshold majority rules

are used. Therefore, even under the liberal-democracy constraint the range of possible

mechanisms is extremely large.3 Accordingly, we employ a constructive or inductive

approach.

Our approach is constructive in the sense that we design rules which must fulfill the

liberal-democracy constraint, but should allow a society to achieve first-best allocations

under various scenarios of uncertainty. An alternative approach would be in a first step

to characterize all feasible mechanisms and in a second step to prove the possibility

or impossibility of first-best allocations. While a formal description is possible in

principle by making agenda-setter rules, agenda and decision rules become arbitrary

functions of the proposal, it is not clear yet whether this approach allows for general

characterization of democratic mechanisms which must be the long-term objective of

2This means that if a voter sends more or other messages, he will be neglected in the collective
decision.

3As long as we restrict all rules to piecewise continuous functions we obtain infinitely dimensional
Riesz spaces comprehensively examined in Aliprantis and Border (2000).
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the research on democratic mechanisms. Since we can design mechanisms with novel

rules to achieve first-best allocations, the constructive approach appears to be a useful

substitute.4 The third motivation for our approach is the interest in new agenda-setter

rules. As far as we know, flexible agenda costs, where costs depend on the share of

supporting votes and on the requirement that agenda-setters must pay the highest tax

they are proposing, are new rules that might be helpful in democratic decision-making.

Our paper is a study in constructive constitutional economics, as outlined in the classic

contribution by Buchanan and Tullock (1962). Individuals decide under a veil of igno-

rance which rules should govern legislative decision-making. In a long tradition dating

back to Rousseau, Harsanyi (1955), Mirrless (1971) and Wicksell (1896), Buchanan and

Tullock (1962) have examined the costs and benefits of majority rules a society chooses

behind a veil of ignorance. Aghion and Bolton (1998) have explicitly introduced con-

tractual incompleteness for the design of optimal majority rules. In our paper following

this incomplete-contract approach, we examine how democratic rules beyond majority

rules with a fixed size of required yes–votes can help to achieve first-best allocations of

public projects even if utilities for individuals cannot be observed by other citizens.5

The constitutional rules in our paper induce agenda-setters to propose projects which

are only accepted if they are socially desirable and thus our constitutions induce efficient

information aggregation. Our paper is thus broadly related to the recent literature on

efficient information aggregation through voting.6 However, none of the existing papers

in the literature is concerned with the design of constitutional rules for agenda-setting

and decisions to implement efficient allocations of public projects.

4Moreover, our mechanisms do not depend on a priori distributions of project parameters and thus
belong to the research program on prior free mechanisms. From private communication we are aware
that several researcher are working on this program.

5It is open whether the complexity of the rules proposed in the paper may exceed those a society
wants to incur. But the idea of using flexible and double majority rules and making agenda costs
dependent on the share of supporting votes could be relevant for institutional designs in democracies.

6An important strand of literature has examined the validity of the Condorcet Jury Theorem
which states that majority-rule voting allows efficient information aggregation. Austen-Smith and
Banks (1996), Feddersen and Pesendorfer (1994, 1996) and Meyerson (1994) have shown that taking
into account the possibility of strategic voting does allow generalization and reinforce the informa-
tional efficiency of voting. Others have relaxed the independence assumption and allow for correlated
voters and still obtain efficient information aggregation (Berg 1993, Ladha 1992, Berend and Paroush
1998). For a concise survey see Piketty (1999). Piketty (2000) has developed a theory through which
communicative voting can influence future elections. This is absent in our model.
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3 Model and Constitutional Principles

3.1 Model

The basic structure of our model builds on Romer and Rosenthal (1983) and in par-

ticular on Aghion and Bolton (1998). We consider a standard social choice problem of

public project provision and financing. Time is indexed by t = 0, 1. The first period

t = 0 is the constitutional period. In the constitutional period a society of risk-neutral

members decides how public project provision and financing should be governed in the

legislative period. Citizens are indexed by j ∈ [0, 1].

In the legislative period, t = 1, each citizen is endowed with e units of a private

consumption good. The community can adopt a public project with per capita costs

k > 0. Let cj denote the utility of agent j from the provision of the public project. At

t = 0 the utility cj is unknown and hence can be interpreted as a random variable. For

simplicity of presentation, we assume that cj can take two values (expressed in terms

of the consumption good), cj = Ch > 0 (project-winners) and cj = Cl < Ch (project-

losers) with probability p and (1 − p) respectively. Throughout the paper we assume

that Cl < 0 and that project-losers indeed are harmed by the public project. We

comment in the final section on the way in which our results are affected by assuming

Cl > 0.

Moreover, we assume that citizen’s utility types are distributed in a way such that

aggregate uncertainty is canceled out.7 Thus, p is equal to the fraction of winners.

Public projects must be financed by taxes. We assume that taxation is distortionary.

Let λ > 0 denote the shadow cost of public funds. Accordingly, taxation uses (1 + λ)

of resources of taxpayers in order to levy 1 unit of resources for public projects and for

transfers to citizens. Hence the overall per capita costs of the public project amount to

(1 + λ)k and we can represent the project data with a vector P =
(
p, Ch, Cl, (1 + λ)k

)
.

7The exact construction of individual randomness such that this statement holds can be found in
Alos-Ferrer 1999 and works roughly as follows: Let X be a random variable which takes the values
Ch and Cl with probabilities p and 1− p respectively. Let I = [0, 1] be the population of agents. By
section 3.1 and 3.2 in Alos-Ferrer, there exists a population extension and thus a stochastic mapping
assigning to each agent in I a type, either Ch or Cl with the desired properties. We could also rely on
the weaker forms of the strong law of large numbers developed in Uhlig (1996) and Al-Najjar (1996)
where independence of individual random variables can be assumed and aggregate stability is the limit
of an economy with finite characteristics.
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We use tj and sj to denote a citizen j′s tax payment or subsidy, respectively. We

define the variable g as indicating whether the public project is provided (g = 1) or

not (g = 0). Assuming that cj is a private benefit that cannot be taxed, the utility Uj

of citizen j in the legislative period is given by:8

Uj = e + gcj − tj + sj.

We drop the index j in Uj whenever convenient. Finally, the budget constraint of the

society in the legislative period is given by

∫ 1

0

tj dj = (1 + λ)
[
gk +

∫ 1

0

sj dj
]

We assume throughout the paper that e is sufficiently larger than Ch, so that individuals

can be taxed at a rate that is at least equal to the maximal benefits they may receive

from the public project.

3.2 Socially Efficient Solutions

The fact that citizens are risk-neutral implies that, from an ex ante point of view, it is

socially efficient to provide the public project if and only if

C := pCh + (1− p)Cl > k(1 + λ)

and taxes are raised solely to finance the public project. Any redistribution activities

are detrimental from an ex ante point of view. A socially efficient tax scheme, for

instance, is one where a socially desirable public project is financed by project-winners

and no subsidies are paid. In order to implement such a solution, a complete social

contract would be necessary. We summarize our observation as follows.

First-best Allocation:

Any allocation that provides the public project if and only if C > k(1 + λ) and that

raises taxes only to finance the public project is socially efficient.

An example for a first–best allocation is given by:

8All tax and subsidy functions tj and sj , are assumed to be integrable and we will only discuss
mechanisms when this condition is trivially fulfilled.
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(i) If C > k(1 + λ) then g = 1, t =

{
k(1 + λ)/p for project-winners

0 for project-losers
and

sj = 0 for all j.

(ii) If C ≤ k(1 + λ) then g = 0 and tj = sj = 0 for all j.

In the following we assume that complete social contracts cannot be written. As is

usual in the incomplete contracting literature, we assume that future states of nature

cannot be described precisely and therefore a constitution can only specify rules for

future social decision-making. Moreover, individual utility levels cannot be observed by

other persons. In particular, an agenda-setter faces the problem that he cannot impose

taxation on project-winners only, because all persons are alike from his perspective.

Given socially efficient allocations, it is important at this stage to identify the sources

of inefficiencies that may arise in legislative decision-making: There are three types of

inefficiencies:

• inefficient projects are proposed and adopted

• efficient projects are proposed, but rejected

• efficient projects are not proposed.

Implicitly, the latter two inefficiencies mean that delay in undertaking public projects

is costly. In the paper we adopt the extreme assumption that not adopting efficient

projects results in the status quo. As discussed in more detail in section 5, democratic

mechanisms become more complex especially because of the third source of inefficiency.

Democratic mechanisms must ensure that project-losers cannot set the agenda and

block the adoption of efficient projects. Also in section 5, we discuss an example

showing that much simpler mechanisms would solve the first two inefficiencies but not

the third one.
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3.3 The Game

We consider the duality of constitutional and legislative periods as a substitute for the

complete social contract, which cannot be written. At the constitutional stage, the

society decides about the rules governing the legislative processes. The sequence of

events for a decision process in this context is summarized as follows:

Stage 1: In the constitutional period, the society decides unanimously about the con-

stitutional principles governing legislative decision-making.

Stage 2: At the start of the legislative period, citizens observe their own utility cj.

Citizens decide simultaneously whether to apply for agenda-setting (ψj = 1)

or not (ψj = 0).

Stage 3: Among all citizens that apply, one citizen a ∈ [0, 1] is determined randomly

to set the agenda. The agenda-setter proposes a project/financing package

(g, tj, sj)j∈[0,1]. Denote this choice by Aa.

Stage 4: Given Aa, citizens decide simultaneously whether to accept Aa (δj(Aa) = 1)

or not (δj(Aa) = 0).

Note that if nobody applies for agenda-setting, the status quo will prevail. Moreover,

individuals know at the voting stage who will be taxed and who will receive subsidies

if the proposal is accepted. Obviously, the status quo also prevails if a proposal to

change it does not receive enough yes–votes as required by the majority voting rule.

Given a constitution with a set of principles discussed in the next section, we look at

implementations in stages 2 to 4. An equilibrium for the stages 2 to 4 can be described

as a set of strategies
{
ψ, A, δ(·)}

where ψ = (ψj)j∈[0,1], A = (Aa)a∈[0,1], δ = (δj)j∈[0,1] and δj = δj(Aa) depend on the

proposed agenda Aa. To derive an equilibrium, we will use weak dominance criteria and

show that this dominance solution concept uniquely implements first-best allocations.9

9Since there is incomplete information about the utilities of the project, given a specific a priori
distribution, the dominance solution concept also yields perfect Bayesian Nash equilibria.
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For the voting game in stage 4 and for the decision about applying for agenda-setting

(stage 2) we will assume that

• (EWS) Agents eliminate weakly dominated strategies.

EWS is a standard assumption to eliminate the multiplicity of voting equilibria based

on the trembling-hand perfection of Nash equilibria. In order to apply the dominance

solution concept in all circumstances at the agenda-setting stage, two additional vari-

ants of weak dominance are used to obtain uniqueness. First, weak dominance for

agenda application strategies is used, given uniqueness of voting equilibria and hence

elimination of weakly dominant voting strategies. Second, if needed, we apply iterated

weak dominance. The latter is required in situations as in proposition 1, where not

applying for agenda-setting is weakly dominated only for project-winners. If, how-

ever, project-winners apply for agenda-setting and non-application by project-winners

is eliminated, it will be weakly dominant for project-losers also to apply. All types of

the weak dominance concept (see e.g. also Fudenberg and Tirole 1992) are assumed to

be incorporated in (EWS).

We use Uj(Aa, ∆j, δj) to denote the utility payoff of agent j given that an agenda Aa

is proposed by a and given the votes ∆j = (δi)i∈[0,1];i6=j of all other citizens and his

own vote (δj). In order to simplify the exposition, we assume that the following three

tie-breaking rules are applied:

• (T1) Suppose that agent a has proposed the agenda Aa. If Uj(Aa, ∆j, 1) =

Uj(Aa, ∆j, 0) for all possible votes ∆j of the other agents, then agent j will vote

against the proposal if his net benefit uj = gcj +sj−tj from the proposal is strictly

smaller than zero; in all other cases he will vote yes.10

In order to formulate the second tie-breaking rule, we assume that the voting subgame

has a unique equilibrium.11 In this case we can use Uj(Aa) to define the utility level

that an agent j will achieve if agent a has proposed the agenda Aa. Moreover, the set

of all possible agendas is denoted by A.

10Note that Uj(Aa,∆j , 1) = Uj(Aa, ∆j , 0) holds if a positive measure of voters say yes or no because
we have a continuum of agents.

11We will show that (EWS) and (T1) imply a unique solution for the voting subgame for all con-
stitutions under consideration.
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• (T2) If an agent j cannot strictly improve his utility by agenda-setting, he will

not apply for agenda-setting.12

• (T3) If an agenda-setter is indifferent as to an agenda which leads to g = 1

and another which yields g = 0, he will propose the former.

Note that Uj(Aj) includes the optimal voting strategies of all agents and that of agent

j in particular. In what follows we will always assume - without referring to the fact

explicitly - that (EWS), (T1), (T2) and (T3) are applied. We are now in a position

to characterize the expected utility level that a particular constitution can deliver.

We can say that a constitution, denoted by CO, implements an expected utility U

if, given agents have agreed on CO in stage 1, the following holds: If (EWS), (T1),

(T2) and (T3) are applied, all possible equilibria under the constitution CO yield the

expected utility U . Non-uniqueness of equilibria can occur in the agenda-setting stage

with respect to who applies for agenda-setting and to the distribution of taxes. A

formalization of this implementation requirement can be found in Gersbach (2000).

We call a constitution first-best if it implements the expected utility Ūopt induced by

the socially efficient contract, namely

Ūopt =

{
e + C − (1 + λ)k if C − (1 + λ)k > 0

e else

Since individuals are identical at the constitutional stage, we can apply the unanimity

rule for the society’s decision about the constitutional rules. Then, in order to prove

that a constitution under consideration is first-best, we will show that

• applying and voting strategies are unique;

• if C − (1 + λ)k ≥ 0, then at least one individual applies for agenda-setting and

all agenda-setters propose the socially efficient project which will be adopted.

• if C − (1 + λ)k < 0, then nobody will apply for agenda-setting, i.e. ψ∗j = 0 for

all j.

12The rule (T2) could also be justified by a very small but positive cost of agenda-setting.
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A constitution that implements the first-best solution therefore must be associated

with unique applying and voting strategies and proposals of g = 1 if and only if the

project is efficient. However, it is not necessary for the financing proposal to be unique

with respect to the distribution of taxes.

3.4 Constitutional Principles

We assume that in the legislative stage individuals cannot observe whether other in-

dividuals benefit or lose from the public project. They only observe their own utility

gain or loss. The rules in the constitution now have to specify:

1. whether there is a special treatment of the agenda-setter (agenda-setter rules).

2. which restrictions on the agendas can be proposed, i.e. definition of all constitu-

tional agendas (agenda rules). An agenda consists of a project proposal and a

financing package.

3. how the nation decides about a proposal (decision rules).

In order to formulate the constitutional rules we introduce the following notation:

Notation

Let A be an arbitrary agenda. We use nT to denote the fraction of citizens that have to

pay positive taxes. We use r to denote the share of yes–votes for a proposal to change

the status quo. By analogy, rT and rNT denote the share of yes–votes for a proposal

among the set of taxed and non-taxed individuals respectively. Furthermore, we use t

to denote the average tax rate proposed among the set of taxed people and T =
∫ 1

0
tj dj

to denote the total tax payments proposed in A. Finally, we use tmin to denote the

minimal tax rate of an agenda A.

Note that

t :=

1∫
0

tjdj

1∫
0

1{tj > 0}dj
, tmin = min

tj>0
{tj}

.
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Since the set of feasible rules under the liberal-democracy constraint is still very large,

we use a sequential approach i.e. we invent rules which will be helpful to achieve first-

best allocations for a constitutional problem under consideration.13 We will need the

following options to design appropriate constitutional rules or democratic mechanisms:

Agenda-setter rules

• Costs of agenda-setting [CA(b)]

The agenda-setter has to pay a fixed amount of b > 0 if his agenda does not

lead to the provision of the public project.

• Flexible costs of agenda-setting [CA (b1, b2(r))]

The agenda-setter has to pay a fixed amount of b1 ≥ 0 if his agenda does not

lead to the provision of the public project. Additionally, he pays b2(r) if the

share of supporting votes is smaller than r (0 ≤ r ≤ 1). Clearly, CA(b1, 0)

corresponds to fixed costs of agenda setting.

Agenda Rules

• No subsidies [NS]

The agenda-setter is not allowed to propose any subsidies.

• The financing package must satisfy the budget constraint.

Decision Rules

• m-majority rule [M(m)]

If a proposal to change the status quo receives a majority of m percent of

the citizens, the proposal is adopted.

• Flexible majority rule

This rule divides the population into the part PT that - according to the

proposal - has to pay positive taxes (tj > 0) and the rest PN (of the pop-

ulation). A proposal is adopted if it receives an m percent majority of the

13Since the space of feasible mechanisms is quite large, the sequential approach appears to be more
fruitful than a general design approach. However, with our approach, we cannot characterize the set
of all possible constitutions which would lead to first-best allocations.
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citizens, where m(nT , T, t) may depend on the fraction nT of taxed people in

the population, on the total taxes T and on the average tax rate t proposed

in the agenda.

The following special cases of the flexible majority rule are important for

our discussion:

– Fixed majority rule,

m(nT , T, t) = m.

– Threshold majority rule (fixed threshold) [TMf (m1(nT ≤ q),m2)].

Under this rule m jumps from m1 to m2 when the proportion of taxed

people reaches the threshold level q, i.e.

m =

{
m1 if nT ≤ q

m2 else

– Threshold majority rule (variable threshold) [TMv
(
m1(n1 ≤ q),m2

)
]

m =

{
m1 if nT ≤ q(T, t, tmin)

m2 else

• Double majority rule

Under this rule, a proposal is only accepted if it is adopted among the set

of taxed individuals and among the set of non-taxed individuals.

Double majority rules can be combined with flexible majority rules. For

instance:

– Fixed double majority rule m [DM(m)].

A proposal is adopted if rT ≥ m and rNT ≥ m.

– Threshold double majority rule [DTMf(m1(nT ≤ q),m2))].

Under this rule m jumps from m1 to m2 when the proportion of taxed

people reaches the threshold level q. A proposal is accepted if rT ≥ m

and rNT ≥ m.

Double majority rules require that the shares of yes–votes among taxed individ-

uals and among non-taxed individuals are sufficient in themselves to adopt the

project. A weaker requirement is that the share of yes–votes among the taxed

population must be at least equal to the share of yes–votes in the non-taxed part
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of the population. The conclusions in the paper do not depend on which concept

of majority rules is used.

Note that both majority rules and [CA (b)] may depend on information generated by

the proposal (nT , t, T, tmin). Flexible majority rules have been introduced in Erlenmaier

and Gersbach (1999). The novel rules in this paper are double majority rules and

flexible agenda costs. Moreover, note that the constitutionality check occurs both at

the proposal and at the voting stage. If a proposal or the majority voting outcome

violates one of the agenda or decision rules, then the status quo prevails, since the

constitution is violated and the proposal is void. This implies that the constitutional

check on proposals may only be possible after votes have been cast.

4 First-best Constitutions

Our major assumption is that at the legislative stage individuals cannot observe whether

other individuals are project winners or losers. The remaining question is which entries

of the project vector P =
(
p, Ch, Cl, (1 + λ)k

)
are verifiable in front of a constitutional

court in the legislative period. When some entries of P are verifiable in a constitutional

court, constitutional rules can be formulated dependent on those parameters even if

they are not known in the constitutional period, since a court can determine them in

the legislative period.

An equivalent alternative view is that instead of being verifiable in the legislative period

some parameters of P are known in the constitutional period and hence can be written

into the constitution directly. In the following, we describe our results in terms of

the second view. Note that the greater the number of parameters in P known at

the constitutional stage, the more likely it is that one can find a constitution that

implements the first-best solution and the less complex such a constitution will be.

Therefore, we will present our results in a descending order of assumptions about the

parameters known at the constitutional stage.

In each section we introduce more uncertainty about the parameters of the public

project. This exposition will show that the complexity of optimal constitutional rules

increases as more parameters at the constitutional stage are considered uncertain.
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4.1 Uncertainty about Winners and Losers

We begin with the simplest case where all elements of P = (p, Ch, Cl, (1 + λ)k) are

known at the constitutional stage while there is uncertainty for the individuals whether

they will be project winners or losers. And note that an agenda-setter cannot observe

whether other individuals are project winners or losers. We obtain:

Proposition 1

Suppose that all elements of the project vector P = (Ch, Cl, p, (1 + λ)k) are known at

the constitutional stage.

(i) If C ≥ k(1+λ), the constitution CO1 :=
{[

CA(−Cl)
]
, [NS], [M(p)]

}
is first-best.

(ii) If C < k(1+λ), the constitution CO2 :=
{
[CA(−Cl)], [NS], [M(1)]

}
is first-best.

The proof of proposition (1) is given in the appendix. Proposition (1) shows the rather

obvious point that there is no problem in achieving a first-best allocation if project

data are known at the constitutional stage even if the agenda-setter does not know

who benefits from the public project. However, since the first-best constitutions differ

considerably for socially efficient and socially inefficient projects, it is unclear what is

to be done if there is uncertainty in t = 0 whether projects are efficient or not. This

problem is addressed in the next section.

4.2 Uncertainty regarding Ch

We assume in this section that there is uncertainty in t = 0 about the size of the utility

gain Ch and therefore whether projects are socially valuable or not. If we assume

that Ch is not known at the constitutional stage, we have to use a flexible majority

rule in order to achieve a first-best allocation. To make the working of this rule more

transparent, we will use a slightly different representation of the rule for socially efficient

public project provision:

g = 1 if and only if Ch > C∗
h, where

C∗
h := min

{
Ch ≥ 0 | pCh + (1− p)Cl ≥ (1 + λ)k

}
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and taxes are raised solely to finance the public project.

Hence, for given p, Cl and project costs (1 + λ)k, the utility level C∗
h is the smallest

benefit level at which it is socially beneficial to provide the public project. We obtain:

Proposition 2

Suppose that Ch is not known at the constitutional stage. Then the constitution

CO3 :=
{
[CA(b)], [NS], [TMf

(
p (nT ≤ q∗), 1

)
]
}

with q∗ = k(1+λ)
C∗h

and b sufficiently high

is first-best.

The proof is given in the appendix. Proposition (2) indicates that a first-best allocation

can be achieved by the combination of costly agenda-setting, a ban on subsidies, and

flexible majority rules. Essentially, an agenda-setter is able to form a majority if and

only if Ch ≥ C∗
h, since he can tax a fraction of q∗ individuals by t = C∗

h which is

sufficient to finance the public project. Since tax rates are not higher than C∗
h, taxed

project-winners still support the proposal. The high costs of agenda-setting deter

project-losers from applying for agenda-setting and proposing g = 0, since project-

losers do not know whether Ch is larger or smaller than C∗
h. A project-winner will

apply for agenda-setting if and only if he observes that Ch is larger than C∗
h and g = 1

can be therefore implemented. The fact that individuals cannot observe the utilities of

other agents makes it possible to set agenda costs so high that project-losers will not

want to face the risk of defeat.

4.3 Uncertainty regarding p

In this section we assume that individuals do not know whether they benefit from the

public project at the constitutional stage, and how large the share of project-winners

is. Now the problem becomes more subtle since neither a project-winner nor a project

loser can observe the proportion of project-winners and thus whether a proposal is

likely to be accepted or not. Nevertheless, a modified constitution will ensure that a

first-best allocation can be achieved. Again we represent the first-best public project

provision rule in a convenient way.
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g = 1 if and only if p ≥ p∗, where

p∗ := min
{
p ≥ 0 | pCh + (1− p) Cl ≥ (1 + λ) k

}
, p∗ = (1+λ)k−Cl

Ch−Cl

sj = 0, ∀j

We use Pr{p ≥ p∗} and Pr{p < p∗} to denote the probabilities that the share of

project-winners is larger and smaller than p∗, respectively. We obtain

Proposition 3

Suppose that p is not known at the constitutional stage and that

−Cl ≤ Pr{p ≥ p∗}(1 + λ)k

Pr{p < p∗} .

Then the constitution

CO4 :=
{

[CA(b)] , [NS] ,
[
TMf

(
p∗(nT ≤ p∗), 1

)]}

where b must fulfill

−Cl ≤ b ≤ Pr{p ≥ p∗}(1 + λ)k

Pr{p < p∗}
is first-best.

When there is only uncertainty about p, there is no possibility of deterring project-

losers from setting the agenda by making agenda costs prohibitively high, as this will

act as a deterrent for everyone. However, project losers must be deterred from making

unconstitutional proposals.14 Moreover, it follows from proposition (3) that the consti-

tutional problem is already sufficiently delicate if p is not known at the constitutional

stage, because the successful implementation of CO4 depends on parameters. However,

as the next section shows, the joint uncertainty about the size of the benefits and the

share of project-winners improves the possibilities likelihood for democracies to achieve

first-best allocations because agenda-setting incentives for project-winners and losers

diverge.

4.4 Uncertainty regarding Ch and p

In this section we address the more complex problem proved by the fact that the size of

the benefits from public projects and the proportion of project-winners are not known

14By extending the argument one can show that no constitution consisting of a subset of rules
introduced in subsection 3.4 yields first-best allocations under any distributional assumption about p.
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at the constitutional stage. We assume that at the constitutional stage p and Ch are

stochastically independent and distributed according to some density functions with

p ∈ [p, p] and Ch ∈ [Ch, Ch]. 0p > 0 and Ch > 0 are the lowest possible realizations.

p ≤ 1 and Ch > Ch are the upper bounds of p and Ch. We assume that Ch < k(1 + λ)

and that Pr{Ch < k(1 + λ)} is strictly positive. Again, we reformulate the socially

efficient public good provision in a convenient way.

g = 1 if and only if p(Ch) ≥ p∗(Ch) where

p∗(Ch) := min
{
p ≥ 0 | pCh + (1− p) Cl ≥ (1 + λ) k

}
, p∗(Ch) = (1+λ)k−Cl

Ch−Cl

sj = 0, ∀j

Hence, for given Ch, p
∗(Ch) is the smallest proportion of project-winners for which it

is socially beneficial that the public project be provided. Note that p∗ is decreasing in

Ch. We also define

Ĉh :=
(1 + λ)k − (1− p)Cl

p
(1)

Thus Ĉh is the benefit level at which the society is indifferent with regard to undertaking

the public project if the share of project-winners is equal to the upper bound p. We

obtain:

Proposition 4

Suppose that Ch and p are not known at the constitutional stage. Then, the following

constitution implements a first-best solution:

CO5 :=
{[

CA
(
b1(t

min), b2(r)
)]

, [NS] ,
[
DTMv

(
p∗

(
tmin)(nT ≤ p∗(tmin)

)
, 1

)]}

with p∗(tmin) =
(1 + λ)k − Cl

tmin − Cl

b1(t
min) =

{
0 if tmin ≥ Ĉh

b1 otherwise

b2(r) =

{
0 if r ≥ p

b2 otherwise

and b1, b2 sufficiently large.
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The proof is given in the appendix. An important observation from proposition (4) is

that the joint uncertainty about Ch and p can make it easier to achieve first-best since

CO5 works under any circumstances, whereas CO4 can fail. The additional uncertainty

about Ch makes it possible to set flexible agenda costs at a level such that project-losers

do not apply for agenda-setting in equilibrium because they do not know Ch, whereas

project-winners do. Project-winners apply for agenda-setting if and only if Ch ≥ Ĉh.

In such a case, both costs of agenda-setting can be avoided since taxes can be set to

be smaller than Ch, thus ensuring r ≥ p.

5 Discussion and Alternative Democratic Mecha-

nisms

5.1 Dictatorial Agenda-Setting

The preceding section indicates that democratic constitutions become more complex

the more uncertainty dimensions are present. The main reason for the rapidly increas-

ing sophistication of rules is that all three potential inefficiencies in section 2.2 need

to be overcome by democratic mechanisms. If only the first two inefficiencies had to

be dealt with, much simpler first-best mechanisms would exist.15 Suppose that the

agenda is set by a benevolent dictator. Then the third source of inefficiency would be

automatically avoided and we could consider the following game.

Stage 1: In the constitutional period, society decides unanimously about the constitu-

tional principles governing legislative decision-making.

Stage 2: At the start of the legislative period, the benevolent agenda-setter proposes a

project/financing package (g, tj, sj)j∈[0,1]. Denote this choice by Aa.

Stage 3: Given Aa, citizens decide whether to accept the proposal δj(Aa) = 1 or not

(δj(Aa) = 0).

As an example of simpler mechanisms, we explore the design of constitutions when

there is uncertainty about winners and losers and uncertainty regarding the share of

project-winners, i.e. uncertainty regarding p. Then, we obtain:

15I am grateful to a referee for this suggestion and the optimal mechanism.
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Proposition 5

Suppose that p is not known at the constitutional stage and agenda-setting is dictatorial

and benevolent. Then the constitution

CO6 = {[NS], [M(p∗)]}

where

p∗ := min {p ≥ 0 | pCh + (1− p)Cl ≥ (1 + λ)k}

is first-best.

The proof follows directly from the first two steps in the proof of proposition 3 since a

benevolent agenda-setter proposes g = 1 if and only if p ≥ p∗ and in this case can set

the tax rates t = (1 + λ)k for all individuals.

Several remarks need to be made at this point. First, it is important that the benevolent

agenda-setter maximizes aggregate utility and therefore proposes projects if welfare in

a utilitarian sense can be improved although project losers are worse off compared to

the status quo. Second, under benevolent and dictatorial agenda-setting the ban on

subsidies, NS, in constitution CO6 could even be dropped. Third, if agenda-setting is

determined randomly and thus all agents have the same chance to set the agenda as in

the previous sections, the constitution CO6 is not first-best. All individuals would apply

for agenda-setting. If a project-loser could determine the agenda, he would propose

g = 0 since, because of NS, he loses when the project is adopted. This problem could

only be avoided by dropping NS, but then inefficiencies arise from excessive taxation

to generate subsidies, thus increasing tax distortions. Therefore, the simple mechanism

in this section does not yield first-best allocations under democratic agenda-setting.

Fourth, when there is uncertainty about p and Ch the dictatorial and benevolent

agenda-setter would need to possess information about the realization of Ch in or-

der to use simpler constitutions than in the previous sections. This might not be the

case. Moreover, under democratic agenda-setting it appears plausible from the previous

sections that the combination of flexible and double majority rules, a ban on subsidies,

and flexible agenda costs are needed for first-best allocations in case p and Ch are

not known ex ante because project-losers must be deterred from agenda-setting and

project-winners should only apply for agenda-setting if the project is socially desirable.
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5.2 Equal Treatment Rules

An important feature of the constitutions considered so far is that individuals can

be – and are – treated differently with respect to taxation. An agenda-setter can

make non-anonymous proposals and can impose positive taxes on other individuals

and not on themselves. In this section we consider whether this feature is vital to our

arguments. For this purpose we consider two constitutional treatment rules. We denote

by ETT the requirement that a proposal is only constitutional if all individuals are

treated equally with respect to taxes, i.e. tj is the same for all individuals. Moreover,

we denote by ETTaxed the treatment rule which means that all individuals who are

taxed (i.e. for whom tj > 0) must be treated equally with respect to taxation. As

propositions 3 and 4 illustrate, imposing ETTaxed in addition to the constitutions

under consideration would not destroy the first-best allocation because equilibrium

proposals satisfy ETTaxed and further constraints on out-of-equilibrium strategies do

not destroy the equilibrium.

The situation is different, however, if ETT is imposed. Consider the situation where p

and Ch are not known at the constitutional stage. Then, the constitution CO5 together

with the requirement ETT fails to implement first-best allocations. The argument

runs as follows. A first-best proposal in case C ≥ k(1 + λ) must always be g = 1 and

t = k(1 + λ) for all individuals because of ETT . Since the majority requirement can

depend on the proposal but first-best proposals cannot vary in terms of the fraction

of taxed individual nT or in the pattern of taxation and subsidization across agents,

majority rules must be a fixed real number, say m∗, for all first-best proposals in the

case C ≥ k(1 + λ). As long as there is a positive probability for C > k(1 + λ) or

C < k(1 + λ), there always exist realizations of parameters Ch and p such that either

p < m∗, but C > k(1 + λ) or p > m∗ but C < k(1 + λ) and pCh > k(1 + λ). As

first-best constitutions must impose NS, any proposal with g = 1 and t = k(1 + λ)

for all individuals in case p < m∗ would be rejected since a share of 1 − p individuals

(project-losers) would vote against it. In the second case, a project-winner who can

set the agenda can ensure that g = 1 is adopted despite C < k(1 + λ). Therefore

{CO5, ETT} is not first-best. Since the preceding argument holds for any constitution

involving ETT , we summarize this observation in the following proposition.
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Proposition 6

Suppose that p and Ch are not known at the constitutional stage. There then exists

no constitution including ETT that is first-best if there is uncertainty as to whether

C > k(1 + λ) or C < k(1 + λ).

5.3 Only Project-Winners

Throughout the paper we have assumed Cl < 0 and that project-losers indeed are

harmed by the project. Examples such as roads, labor market reforms or scale-downs

in the defense industry may fall in this category. But it is still important to see how

the democratic mechanisms need to be adjusted in the case Cl ≥ 0. Since the proofs

use the fact Cl < 0, all constitutions can be applied for Cl ≥ 0 as well. The only

exception is proposition 1, where agenda-setting costs can be skipped or be set as

CA (max {[0,−Cl]}) for the general case when Cl can be positive or negative.

There exists, however, an important difference between Cl > 0 and Cl < 0. In the case

Cl > 0, it may not be necessary to deter agents from agenda-setting since they can

always benefit potentially from g = 1 by proposing zero taxes for themselves. Therefore,

simpler mechanisms may again be first-best in the case Cl > 0. As an example, suppose

that Cl > 0 and p is not known at the constitutional stage. Then, since agents with

Ch or Cl will propose g = 1 if they can determine the agenda (including zero taxes

for themselves), the simple constitution CO6 = {[NS], [M(p∗)]} will implement the

first-best allocation. However, if there is uncertainty regarding Ch and p, such simple

constitutions are not first-best since deterrence from agenda-setting becomes again

important. Constitutions such as CO5 are required since project-losers do not know

whether the project is efficient and therefore should not set the agenda and project-

winners should only apply for agenda-setting if the project is socially desirable.

6 Conclusions

Our analysis suggests that democracies, viewed as the liberal-democracy constraint on

the set of social mechanisms, can deliver socially desirable results if agenda-cost rules

are combined with flexible and double majority rules.
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There are a number of extensions that should be taken up by future research. First,

how can the ideas in this paper be applied to situations with an arbitrary number of

different utility levels from the project? By setting the minimal tax at a sufficiently

high level, it will still be possible to deter all individuals not eligible for the highest

project benefits from applying for agenda-setting. But whether precise socially efficient

implementation can be achieved is unclear, since taxation of intermediate beneficiaries

cannot be tailored to their actual benefit level, this being unobservable for agenda-

setters.

Second, does the principle that higher dimensional uncertainty can make it easier

to achieve socially optimal allocations extend to other situations in which there is

even more uncertainty about project parameters at the constitutional stage? Our

current conjecture is that it is impossible to design a constitution under the liberal-

democracy constraint which implements a first-best allocation if there is uncertainty

about all project parameters. If this conjecture is true, our results could suggest a

role for constitutional courts in the provision of public projects. That role would be

an assessment of negative utilities from a public project in order to allow the efficient

working of democratic constitutions.

Third, will the possibility of amendments or second proposals at the legislative stage

help to generate better outcomes? In our model, such counterproposals are not neces-

sary, indeed they are unwelcome, since individuals who gain less from a proposal than

others have the opportunity to wait for better proposals which, in turn, could lead to

rejections of socially desirable proposals.

Fourth, flexible and double majority rules require open ballots and are therefore best

suited for smaller communities. It appears to be possible, however, that new internet

technologies can allow anonymous identification of votes and persons even in cases of

mass voting (e.g. the discussion in Walker and Akdeniz 1997). Thus, the internet could

alleviate the practical implementation problems of democratic constitutions discussed

in the paper. Tackling these and further issues might enhance the potential that

societies have for using democratic mechanisms to allocate public projects efficiently.
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7 Appendix

The following simple observation will be needed for all proofs:

Lemma 1

Suppose that citizens have agreed on one constitution in stage 1. Then, given an

agenda Aa, the voting strategies are unique, namely δ∗j (Aa) = 1 if the net benefit

uj = gcj + sj − tj from Aa is nonnegative and δ∗j (Aa) = 0 otherwise.

Lemma 1 follows directly from EWS and the tie-breaking rule (T1), which imply that

citizen j votes yes if uj ≥ 0 and no otherwise.

Proof of proposition 1:

(i) We first consider part (i) of the proposition. We claim that under CO1 there

exists a unique subgame perfect equilibrium in which all individuals apply for

agenda-setting and propose g = 1 and tj = (1 + λ)k for j 6= a. Thus, we claim

that CO1 implements first-best.

The agenda-setter can tax all other individuals by t = (1 + λ)k. Since Ch >

C > k(1 + λ), the proposal (g = 1, tj = (1 + λ)k ∀j, with j 6= a, sj = 0 ∀j)

will be supported by all project-winners and therefore receives a p−majority as

required for adoption. Since an agenda-setter can always propose zero taxes for

himself, his utility is either e + Cl (if project-loser) or e + Ch (if project-winner)

if he proposes g = 1 with the above financing scheme. Therefore, applying for

agenda-setting is a weakly dominant strategy for project-winners.

If the proposal of an agenda-setter is unconstitutional or is not adopted, his

utility is e + Cl because of the agenda-setting costs. If an individual does not

apply for agenda-setting, he risks paying taxes if others apply for agenda-setting.

And because of [NS] he will never receive subsidies. Therefore, given that

project-winners apply for agenda-setting, iterated elimination of weakly domi-

nated strategies implies that project-losers also apply for agenda-setting under

the constitution CO1. Because of our tie-breaking rules, project-losers who can

determine the agenda will propose g = 1 as well. Therefore, the constitution

CO1 is first-best.
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(ii) The second part follows from the observation that project-losers never support a

proposal g = 1 since they cannot receive subsidies. Therefore no agenda-setter

can form a majority for g = 1. Thus, no agent applies for agenda-setting because

of agenda-setting costs and the status quo prevails.

Proof of proposition 2:

(i) Suppose that a project-winner applies for agenda-setting and can determine it.

Since he observes his own utility level, he knows that other project-winners will

receive the same utility. Suppose that the agenda-setter observes that his utility

Ch is greater than C∗
h. Then the agenda-setter can propose g = 1 and

t =





C∗
h for q∗ individuals

0 for others

0 for himself

Since tax revenues are equal to q∗C∗
h = k(1 + λ) by definition of the critical

share q∗, the public project can be financed. Since nT = q∗, only p individuals

are needed to support the proposal. Since taxed project-winners benefit because

Ch > t = C∗
h and untaxed project-winners benefit a fortiori, the proposal is sup-

ported by all project-winners and thus will be adopted because the p−majority

rule applies. Only the agenda-setter can avoid the risk of being taxed.

Suppose that Ch < C∗
h. Since project-losers never support a proposal with g = 1,

the agenda-setter needs the yes–votes of all project-winners. Hence, he cannot

impose a very high tax on a small fraction of the population because this would

imply that a share of the project-winner group rejects the proposal since the

identities of winners and losers are unknown to the agenda-setter.16 The other

possibility is to tax a larger fraction of the population with a tax rate that is not

higher than Ch. This, in turn, implies that the proportion of taxed people must

be larger than q∗ in order to satisfy the budget constraint. If, however, nT > q∗,

16The argument is a consequence of the strong law of large numbers which implies that every positive
measure of individuals contains a positive measure of project-winners.
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the unanimity rule applies and will lead to a rejection of g = 1. Therefore, the

status quo prevails, which, in turn implies that the agenda-setter is better off not

applying for agenda-setting, because of [CA(b)] and b > 0.

To sum up, if Ch ≥ C∗
h, project-winners have a weakly dominant strategy to apply

for agenda-setting and thus they will apply for agenda-setting in equilibrium.

(ii) Suppose that a project-loser can determine the agenda. Since he only observes his

own utility Cl, he does not know whether Ch of project-winners is larger or smaller

than C∗
h. We distinguish two cases. Suppose that the probability that Ch < C∗

h

is zero. Then he can do the same as the project-winner who can determine the

agenda. The project-loser as an agenda-setter will receive utility Cl, which is

slightly better than not applying for agenda-setting and being subject to the risk

of taxation. In this case the socially optimal allocation is also achieved when a

project-loser sets the agenda. Suppose now that the probability of Ch < C∗
h is

positive. If the project-loser applies for agenda-setting, he risks Ch < C∗
h and

thus he cannot form a majority in favor of g = 1 by using the same arguments as

under (i) and he will suffer a loss of b. If b is sufficiently high, the expected utility

from agenda-setting can be made smaller than without because the maximal tax

rate is limited by C∗
h. Therefore, by setting b sufficiently high, not applying for

agenda-setting is a weakly dominant strategy for project-losers.

(iii) Summarizing, under CO3 there exists a subgame perfect equilibrium ψj = 1 if

and only if individual j is a project-winner and Ch ≥ C∗
h. An agenda-setter

proposes g = 1 and tj = C∗
h for q∗ individuals. CO3 implements a first-best

allocation.

Proof of proposition 3:

(i) Suppose that p < p∗. Since subsidies are forbidden, a share of 1− p of the voters

will reject any proposal to introduce the public project since they are project-

losers. Therefore, no majority can be formed in favor of the public project since

p∗–yes votes are required under all circumstances.
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(ii) Suppose that p ≥ p∗ and that an agenda-setter proposes g = 1 and

t =

{
(1+λ)k

p∗ for a share of p∗ individuals

0 for all others and himself

Denote this proposal by
(
g = 1, t = (1+λ)k

p∗

)
. Since p∗Ch + (1− p∗)Cl ≥ (1 + λ)k

and Cl ≤ 0, we have t ≤ Ch. Therefore, all taxed project-winners will support

the proposal. All non-taxed project-winners benefit as well and a majority of at

least p∗ individuals will vote yes. Since nT = p∗, the p∗-majority rule applies.

Thus, the proposal will be accepted.

(iii) Project-winners and losers, however, cannot observe whether p < p∗ or p ≥ p∗.

By making the proposal
(
g = 1, t = (1+λ)k

p∗
)
, an agenda-setter maximizes the

chances of the public project being accepted without bearing taxes. In order to

derive the agenda-setting costs, suppose that all agents apply for agenda-setting

and propose
(
g = 1, t = (1+λ)k

p∗
)
. If a project-winner can determine the agenda,

his expected utility relative to the status quo, denoted by Uh
j (Aj), is

Uh
j (Aj) = −Pr{p < p∗}b + Pr{p ≥ p∗}Ch

If a project-winner cannot set the agenda, his expected utility Uh
j (Aa) when

another agenda-setter a 6= j proposes
(
g = 1, t = (1+λ)k

p∗

)
is given by:

Uh
j (Aa) = Pr{p ≥ p∗}(Ch − (1 + λ) k

p∗
p∗

)
= Pr{p ≥ p∗}(Ch − (1 + λ) k

)
.

For a project-loser the corresponding comparisons, if he makes the same proposal(
g = 1, t = (1+λ)k

p∗

)
, amount to:

U l
j(Aj) = −Pr{p < p∗}b + Pr{p ≥ p∗}Cl

U l
j(Aa) = Pr{p ≥ p∗}(Cl − (1 + λ)k

)

Therefore, the utility gain for both project-winners and losers when they can set

the agenda and make the proposal
(
g = 1, t = (1+λ)k

p∗

)
are given by:

Pr{p ≥ p∗}(1 + λ)k − Pr{p < p∗}b

In order to motivate agenda-setting, agenda costs must therefore at least satisfy

b ≤ Pr{p ≥ p∗}(1 + λ)k

Pr{p < p∗} (2)

Note that agenda-setting has the same differential impact on project-winners and

losers, if all others do the same and propose
(
g = 1, t = (1+λ)k

p∗

)
.
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(iv) Condition (2) ensures that a project-winner is better off by applying for agenda-

setting when anybody else does. However, if (2) holds, project-winners are also

better off applying for agenda-setting if no one else applies, since Ch > k(1 + λ)

and thus the expected gains in this case

Uh
j (Aj) = −Pr{p < p∗}b + Pr{p ≥ p∗}Ch

≥ Pr{p ≥ p∗} (Ch − k(1 + λ))

are positive and hence better than the status quo. Thus, ψj = 1 weakly dominates

ψj = 0 for project-winners. Therefore, in any equilibrium, project-winners apply

for agenda-setting if (2) holds.

(v) For project-losers, the situation is more delicate. Since project–winners choose

ψj = 1, project-losers also choose ψj = 1 if condition (2) holds. However, to

deter project-losers from making unconstitutional proposals when they can set

the agenda, the costs of agenda-setting must also fulfill

b ≥ Pr{p < p∗}b + Pr{p ≥ p∗}Cl

which is equivalent to b ≥ −Cl. Therefore, if

−Cl ≤ b ≤ Pr{p ≥ p∗}(1 + λ) k

Pr{p < p∗} ,

all agents apply for agenda-setting and propose g = 1 and t = (1+λ)k
p∗ for a share

of p∗ individuals. If and only if p < p∗ the proposal will be rejected. Therefore

CO4 implements a first-best allocation.
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Proof of proposition 4:

(i) We first consider project-winners who observe Ch. If Ch < Ĉh, we claim that

ψj = 0 weakly dominates ψj = 1. By the definition of Ĉh and because Ch < Ĉh,

we have pCh +(1−p)Cl < (1+λ)k for all p ∈ [p, p]. Therefore, in order to finance

a project proposal g = 1, the project-winner has two possibilities.

First, he can try to levy taxes on the whole population. In such a situation, t is

equal to k(1 + λ) and tmin cannot be higher than k(1 + λ). As nT is equal to the

whole population, DTMv(p∗(tmin)(nT ≤ p∗(tmin)), 1) implies that the unanimity

rule governs legislative decision-making. Two cases can occur. In the first case,

nT ≤ p∗(tmin) and the p∗(tmin)-majority rule will be applied; but since nT = 1, the

p∗(tmin)-majority rule implies unanimity in this case because no more than 100

percent yes–votes can be required. In the second case we have nT > p∗(tmin) and

the unanimity rule will be applied by construction of the majority rule. In both

cases, project-losers will vote against the proposal and the status quo prevails.

Second, the project-winner can try to levy taxes on a fraction of the voters.

As a result of the double majority rule requirement, such a proposal only has

a chance of getting accepted if tmin ≤ Ch because otherwise all taxed project-

winners would vote against g = 1. But by definition of Ĉh and since Ch < Ĉh,

we have p∗(tmin) > p, if tmin ≤ Ch. Since the fraction of project-winners cannot

exceed p, a share of yes–votes of p∗(tmin) cannot be achieved. According to our

tie-breaking rules, project-winners will not apply for agenda-setting if Ch < Ĉh.

(ii) Suppose that Ch ≥ Ĉh and consider a project-winner determining the agenda.

To minimize the fraction of taxed people, he can propose g = 1 and can tax a

proportion of q = k(1+λ)
Ch

individuals by a tax t = Ch. Therefore, the required

majority is p∗(tmin) = p∗(Ch) if the share of taxed individuals nT is no larger than

p∗(tmin). If not the unanimity rule applies.

If p < p∗(tmin), the proposal will be rejected since all project-losers 1−p will vote

against a proposal g = 1.

If p ≥ p∗(tmin) we claim that the proposal will be accepted. Note that p∗(tmin) =

p∗(Ch) = (1+λ)k−Cl

Ch−Cl
> (1+λ)k

Ch
since (1+λ)k

Ch
< 1. Therefore nT < p∗(tmin) and thus

the p∗(tmin) majority rule applies. Because tmin = Ch, all project-winners will

support the proposal and hence the double majority rule requirement is fulfilled.
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We next observe that for Ch ≥ Ĉh applying for agenda-setting is a weakly dom-

inant strategy for project-winners. Either p ≥ p∗(tmin) and agenda-setting is

beneficial because of the benefits from the public project and the absence of tax

costs, or p < p∗(tmin) and the status quo prevails, but the costs of agenda-setting

are zero since tmin ≥ Ĉh. As tmin ≤ Ch, the share of supporting votes is at least

p. Thus, ψj = 1 weakly dominates ψj = 0 for project-winners.

(iii) Let us now consider project-losers. As a result the double majority feature of the

decision rule, acceptance of a proposal g = 1 is only achievable if tmin ≤ Ch since

otherwise all taxed individuals will vote against. By using the same arguments

as in (i), if Ch < Ĉh it is impossible to get g = 1 accepted whatever financing

scheme is proposed. Therefore, with probability Pr{Ch < Ĉh}, at least the status

quo will prevail. In the next stage, we observe that the project-loser cannot avoid

either the agenda costs b1 or b2 if Ch < Ĉh. To avoid b1, the agenda-setter needs

to set tmin ≥ Ĉh. However, for Ch < Ĉh no one will support such a proposal

and therefore the agenda-setter incurs b2. If tmin < Ĉh, e.g. tmin = (1 + k)λ,

the cost b2 can be avoided, but b1 has to be paid. Hence, expected agenda costs

for project-losers are at least Pr{Ch < Ĉh}min{b1, b2}. Since b1, b2 can be set

at arbitrarily high levels, expected agenda costs become very large. Hence, since

the maximal tax burden is limited by Ch, not applying for agenda-setting weakly

dominates agenda-setting for project-losers if b1 and b2 are sufficiently large.

(iv) Taking (i), (ii) and (iii) together implies that CO5 implements first-best alloca-

tions. Under CO5, there exists a unique subgame perfect equilibrium in which

project-winners apply for agenda-setting if and only if Ch ≥ Ĉh. They propose

g = 1 t = Ch for a share of q = (1+λ)k
Ch

individuals. The proposal is accepted if

and only if p ≥ p∗(tmin). Project-losers never apply for agenda-setting.
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